ESTAR + PAST PARTICIPLE USED AS AN ADJECTIVE

ESTAR_________________

YO

NOSOTROS

TÚ

VOSOTROS

ÉL/ELLA/UD

ELLOS/ELLAS/UDS

THE PAST PARTICIPLE IS USED WITH ESTAR TO DESCRIBE _____________ THAT ARE THE
RESULT OF A PREVIOUS ACTION.

FORMATION OF THE PAST PARTICIPLE

THE PAST PARTICIPLE FOR AR VERBS IS FORMED BY TAKING OFF THE ______ FROM THE
INFINITIVE AND ADDING__________

HABLAR_________ CANTAR___________ PREPARAR_____________

THE PAST PARTICIPLE FOR ER AND IR VERBS IS FORMED BY TAKING OFF THE ______ FROM THE
INFINITIVE AND ADDING__________

SALIR___________ COMER___________

WHEN PAST PARTICIPLES ARE USED WITH ESTAR, THEY MUST AGREE WITH
THE__________________ THAT IS BEING MODIFIED.

TRANSLATE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES INTO SPANISH

THE DOOR IS CLOSED_____________________________________________________

THE DOORS ARE CLOSED_________________________________________________

THE FOOD IS PREPARED_________________________________________________

THE WORDS ARE SPOKEN_________________________________________________
IRREGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES

abrir (to open) - ______________________________

cubrir (to cover) - ______________________________

decir (to say) - ______________________________

escribir (to write) ______________________________

freír (to fry) - ______________________________

hacer (to do) - ______________________________

morir (to die) - ______________________________

poner (to put) ______________________________

resolver (to resolve) ______________________________

romper (to break) ______________________________

ver (to see) ______________________________

volver (to return) - ______________________________

devolver (to return) ______________________________

TRANSLATE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES USING ESTAR + IRREGULAR PAST PARTICIPLES. BE SURE TO CHECK NOUN-ADJECTIVE AGREEMENT.

THE MOVIE IS SEEN ____________________________________________

THE BOOKS ARE COVERED ____________________________________________

THE HAND IS BROKEN ____________________________________________

THE BOOKS ARE RETURNED ____________________________________________

THE POTATOES ARE FRIED ____________________________________________

THE WORDS ARE SAID ____________________________________________

THE BOOK IS WRITTEN ____________________________________________